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From: Access Spectrum, LLC:

To: IEEE 802.16 Task Group Members

This is a comment on the proposal for a modified public standard to support WiMAX in narrower channels such as 1 MHz channels in the 700 MHz Upper A Block.

Access Spectrum, LLC is in the process of selling its 700 MHz Upper A-Block spectrum (two 1 MHz blocks, 757-758 & 787-788 MHz licenses) to Utilities, Petrochemical Companies and other entities that would greatly benefit by a standard of WiMAX in narrower channels.

The sale of our licenses fulfills some if not all commercial use of spectrum for critical communication and data needs. Several other commercial entities lead by the utility industry have also acquired, are leasing or planning to also purchase this much needed spectrum.

Access Spectrum, LLC is a strong supporter of standards based communications and encourage the adoption of a public standard such as what is being proposed with a narrowband WiMAX standard. We believe this will bring an economy of scale and a greater adoption and use of this spectrum.
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